
Nacionalni Park 
Mljet

A4
31 pages

M l j e t  i s  t h e 
most southerly of 
Croatia’s large islands 
and lies to the west 
of Dubrovnik, an 
attractive part of the 
Adriatic for sea kayak 
paddlers. Its long and 
narrow shape means 

that everywhere is close to the coast.
Each village is given a two page spread of about a dozen pictures, 

mostly of the water. These are not captioned and the only text, in six 
languages, is the subtitle at the start.

At the end are a few pages on the heritage, gastronomy, nautical 
aspects, active tourism and national park. Pictures include paddlers in 
open canoes and sea kayaks.

Slano
Turisticka Zajednica Opcine 

Dubrovacko Primorje
A5

16 pages
The next bay of any size north 

of Dubrovnik, Slano is sheltered by 
Mljet, its position shown on various 
maps. Much of the booklet is given 
over to photographs, many of the 

coastline, with locations given although there is supporting description 
in English and German.

Mljet

Slano

Lazio Region
A5

30 pages
2020

Lazio is the west coast of Italy centred 
around Rome although the map could hardly 
show less detail. The 300km coastline is split 
into sections from Tuscia to the Pontine 
islands, including water parks and parts 
associated with Aeneas and Ulysses.

Each section lists out highlights to see and 
then gives some description. Photographs are 
mostly on and off the coast including one of 

Sabaudia that shows what Chesil Beach might look like from Portland 
with vegetation.

Information blocks expand on some features of particular interest.

Sea & Beaches

Adjuntament de Pollença
500 x 970mm folding to 

110 x 250mm
This map of Mallorca’s 

port of Pollença lacks a scale 
but includes more detail than 
appears at first sight. Places 
to hire canoes and kayaks are 

included and the scale is important as it appears that users are expected 
to remain within the bay. A brief introduction is given in five languages.

On the back, several pictures include kayaks. Photos are shown of 16 
beaches, frequently in rocky settings, with full details of facilities at each, 
including whether parking is available or whether access is on foot or 
by boat. Wave size, nature of the beach, whether there are showers and/
or a bar and how busy it gets are among other details given.

Pollença

Authors list
Having been invited to contribute some book titles to an authors 

website, I have offered some favourite titles that have been reviewed in 
Canoeist. See https://shepherd.com/best-books/our-canals-rivers-and-
coast for my choices.

One of the innovations of the 1936 Olympic Games in Berlin was 
television coverage for the first time, using three cameras. From then on, 
host nations provided the TV coverage to other nations.

In 2001 the Olympic Broadcasting Services were set up, part of 
the IOC, to assist with summer and winter Olympic Games and 
Paralympics, now with over 160 staff from 30 countries based in their 
Madrid headquarters. Unlike other broadcasters, who have a fairly 

steady output, the OBS interests result in high intensity output in bursts 
of a few weeks with big intervals between.

OBS took over all the recording from 2008 in Beijing, distributing 
to subscribing recipients who added their own commentaries. For 
Rio, in 2016, 350,000 hours of programmes were broadcast by 500 
TV channels and 250 digital outlets, recorded by 7,200 staff using over 
1,000 cameras. This exceeded the world output for conventional TV on 
all other topics at that time.

In Tokyo over 1,000 hours of film were recorded. There is a wish to 
get better all the time and data of all sorts is being added increasingly to 

Broadcasting the Olympics

Paul Caffyn Klassic Kayaking Books
Now available in England, both the Australian and South Island books.

Sadly, the exorbitant cost of overseas postage has killed off mailing these A4 size books from NZ.
However, an old work colleague, Mick, loads up his hand luggage after  he visits NZ annually. He has already 
sold out of the recent 2nd edition of the Stewart Island book, but the two classics are available in England from: 

paulskayakbooksuk@gmail.com
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